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Text: "Walk while you have the light, lest the darkness overtake
you." (John 12:35)

A week ago, yesterday, I conducted my very first Trustee tour.
What's a Trustee tour, you ask? It's a time when our new Trustees
get acquainted with the building and all of its major mechanical
functions. We crawl Into places where you wouldn't want your
children to play and discover fascinating rooms containing organ
pipes, or boilers, or storage space. This year, I thought it especially
Important'for them to see the steeple; from the inside out.
Naturally, we needed to see It becayse of all the remodeling we need
to accomplish up there In the future. We went Into the attic and
turned on the lights, but the row of lights which Illuminate the path
to the steeple was out. Nevertheless, I chose to forge on. To walk
to the steeple all one needs to do is walk along two parallel boards.
Stay on those and you're fine. Step to the side and it's athirty-five
foot drop Into the sanctuary. AH we had to do was put out of our
minds, the fact that we couldn't see the boards very well. Did ! also
happen to mention that John Strassburger was, at that very moment,
delivering a funeral right here in the nave? As we began our journey
toward the steeple, I could hear John's voice through the speakers.
"The Lord is my shepherd..,even though I walk through the valley of
the shadow...thou art with me." A little voice Inside my head said, "/
hope-so, Lord, I hope sol"

There was a light at the end of the attic. Natural light,
actually, Emanating from the base of the steeple. I kept looking at
that light, focusing on it, and in seeing It,,realized our goal. It
retninded me of the kind of light people describe who have near death
experiences. A bright light at the end of a long, dark, tunnel. That
light guided us toward our tour of the steeple and, ultimately, to a
little safer environment. It was then that my mind wandered (not
too far away, for I worried of falling) to the writings of John Bunyon
from his work Pilgrim's Progress: "Then said Evangelist, pointing
with his finger over a very, wide field, Do you see yonder Wicket-
gate? The man said, No. Then said the other, Do you see yonder
shlhlng light? He said, 1 think I do. Then said Evangelist, keep that
light in your eye, and go up directly thereto, so shalt thou see the








